Discover Australia’s incredible history and culture through an exciting blend of field trips and classroom learning in January 2020.
Join Deakin University’s immersive short program in January 2020

The program
The Australian Studies Summer School program offers you an insight into this country’s history, geography, politics, culture, and its representation in media worldwide. The program will be delivered through an exciting mix of academic-led cultural field trips and deeply engaging classroom learning.

Cost
Program cost is AUD$4500 (subject to change) which includes tuition, accommodation, welcome dinner, surf day and excursions.

Location
The program is based at our Melbourne Burwood Campus, Deakin’s largest campus. Located a short trip from the city’s central business district, it offers the perfect balance between city lifestyle and suburban comfort. The campus boasts world-class facilities and a wide range of learning and social spaces.

Dates

Easy credit transfer
You will receive a transcript for easy credit transfer, worth approximately 3-4 US credits/7.5 ECTS.

Email us
deakin-summer@deakin.edu.au
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